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Abstract
There is an extensive body of American compositions for euphonium and wind ensemble 
that developed in the Golden Age of Bands, came to fruition in the late 20th century, and 
continues to diversify through the 21st century. This document includes historical 
discussion of the euphonium’s development and analysis of quintessential works to the 
repertoire. The literature is grouped into three unique historical categories which are used 
to delineate chapters. Each chapter highlights the history and trends for euphonium 
development, performance, and literature within the timeframe. An analysis of Eduardo 
Boccalari’s Fantasia di Concerto, James Curnow’s Symphonic Variants, and Anthony 
Barfield’s Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” is given, which includes discussion 




Though the euphonium developed more recently than many of its instrumental 
counterparts, it enjoys a feature role in numerous solo and ensemble compositions. This 
document will discuss examples of American euphonium literature from 1880 to 2020, 
how that literature developed in three distinct musical eras; the Golden Age of Bands, the 
Great American Instrumental Music Renaissance, and the 21st century, and established 
the foundation for the styles and trends of standard euphonium repertoire. Euphonium 
players have a reputation for borrowing compositions of other instruments, but this study 
instead focuses on the instrument-specific literature in attempt to bring more attention to 
the body of literature for euphonium and wind band.  Often, collegiate euphonium majors 1
are taught by a musician who is not primarily a euphonium player and may not have a 
complete understanding of the instrument and its literature. Although the goal of this 
document is not to go through a detailed history of the instrument, I will give a brief 
overview of the development of the euphonium and some of its early literature. The goal 
is for American euphonium players and scholars to gain an understanding of the depth 
and richness of euphonium-specific literature—past and present—in a way that can push 
 Paul Droste, “Begged, Borrwed, and Stolen Solo Euphonium Literature,” The Instrumentalist 1
(1981): 35. 
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future research to expand on these findings and help document a thorough understanding 
of the styles and trends of its repertoire.
The euphonium and baritone horn are commonly recognized in the United States 
as being similar members of the euphonium family.  In 1973 the name “euphonium” was 2
adopted as the universal name of the two instruments by the Tubists United Brotherhood 
Association (T.U.B.A.), which is now known as and will be referred to throughout this 
document as the International Tuba-Euphonium Association (ITEA).  However, the 3
history of the instruments tells a different story about the euphonium and baritone being 
from varying instrument families, the euphonium family and the saxhorn family. Despite 
differences in the instruments’ lineages, their literature shares many traits dating back to 
the mid-19th century where both groups of instruments, among others, began being used 
regularly in solo situations as well as in military, brass, and wind ensembles. This 
document will focus on the literature of instruments fitting the modern definition of the 
euphonium following its official invention in 1843 and those most widely recognized in 
the United States.  By doing so we are able to discuss the history of the instrument across 4
different musical eras, identify trends in the literature, and analyze features of core 
repertoire.
The standard definition of a euphonium varies from source to source, but is 
typically described as,  
 David Werden, “The Euphonium Family,” (2015), http://www.dwerden.com/forum/2
content.php/135-The-Euphonium-Family-by-David-Werden#.YGNLwC2ZPUI. 
 Earle Louder, “An Historical Lineage of the Modern Baritone Horn and Euphonium” (DMus 3
treatis, Florida State University, 1976). 
 Eugene Nash, “The Euphonium: Its History, Literature, and Use in American Schools” (MM 4
thesis, University of Southern California, 1962) 5-6. 
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A valved brass instrument of widely conical profile, essentially a tenor tuba in 9ʹ B♭. 
The mouthpiece is cup-shaped and generally somewhat deeper than that preferred by 
trombonists playing instruments of similar pitch. The instrument was invented by 
Sommer of Weimar about 1843 as the ‘euphonion’. Its name is derived from the 
Greek euphonos (‘sweet-voiced’), appearing in Italian and Spanish as eufonio.5
The euphonium’s formal inventor, Ferdinand Sommer, was a bandmaster in the town of 
Weimar and credited both with the invention of the euphonium and as being the first 
soloist for the same instrument.  He offered two names for his invention, the 6
sommerophone and the euphonion, the latter of which became the patented term in 1844 
by Franz Bock of Vienna.  Sommer appears as a sommerophone soloist in concert 7
programs in London from 1840-1859, including a solo performance of Farewell to the 
Exhibition: Air and Variations for the Piano-Forte as part of the conclusion of the 
London Great Exhibition of 1851 with Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, and their children 
in attendance.8
The alternative name euphonion, meaning euphonic horn, became the more 
popular of the two names. The anglicized equivalent, euphonium, has remained the 
instrument’s name to this day.  American brass factories began euphonium production not 9
long after their European counterparts. By 1872, Patrick Gilmore (1829-1892) had two 
euphonium players employed in his professional concert band based in New York, 
 Clifford Bevan, “Euphonium,” Oxford Music Online, 2001. https://5
www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/
omo-9781561592630-e-0000009077?rskey=S0APKr&result=2. 
 Michael O’Connor, “A Short History of the Euphonium and Baritone,” in Guide to the 6
Euphonium Repertoire: The Euphonium Source Book, compiled and edited by Lloyd E. Bone Jr., 
and Eric Paull (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2007) 7. 
 O’Connor, 7. 7
 O’Connor, 7. 8
 O’Connor, 7. 9
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showing the euphonium was being used in the United States. This may also indicate that 
it was the preferred instrument amongst professional players and ensembles despite the 
baritone also still being in use and development.10
In 1874, many of these instruments enjoyed an improvement from acoustician 
David Blaikley (1846-1936) called the compensating system. The compensating system 
has been applied primarily to euphoniums and tubas. It involves the air flowing through 
extra sets of tubing for the third and/or fourth valves which adjust intonation for notes 
which previously required multiple valves to be depressed, resulting in unpleasant 
intonation tendencies in the earlier models. The improved intonation of the instruments 
gave them more flexibility in the harmonic system of a large ensemble, allowing 
composers to write euphonium lines more freely in all keys and instrumentation settings. 
The addition of the compensating system helped the euphonium sound more consistent 
throughout the range of the horn, enhancing its potential as a featured solo instrument. 
Music for euphonium and orchestra is commonly described as some of the most 
substantial repertoire for the instrument in terms of quality and duration.  For 11
instruments typically associated with the orchestral setting, genres such as the concerto, 
concerto grosso, and sonata are often considered benchmarks of their standard repertoire. 
While these genres do occur in euphonium literature from the 20th century, in selections 
such as Eduardo Boccalari’s Fantasia di Concerto, a one-movement concerto-fantasy, 
they rarely utilize the same large-scale multi-movement formatting as their orchestral 
 Gretchen Bowles, “The ‘Golden Age’ of Euphonium Playing c. 1880-1920” (DMA 10
dissertation, The University of Southern Mississippi, 2004) 27. 
 Adam Frey, “Music for Euphonium and Orchestra,” in Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire: 11
The Euphonium Source Book, compiled and edited by Lloyd E. Bone Jr., and Eric Paull 
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2007) 139.
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counterparts. Therefore, connections between the formal structures are not always 
established within published academic writing.
The concerto is commonly referred to as the most prestigious genre of 
instrumental solo literature.  Joseph Horovitz’s (b. 1926) Euphonium Concerto of 1972 12
is frequently documented as the first euphonium concerto.  This work was originally 13
composed for solo euphonium and brass band and was additionally orchestrated by the 
composer for euphonium and chamber orchestra. Horovitz’s work, while certainly an 
important part of the literature, is not the first euphonium concerto. Ignoring the need to 
have orchestral accompaniment or a formalized instrumentation nomination of 
euphonium, we can trace the lineage of the euphonium concerto back a century prior to 
that of Joseph Horovitz. 
The development and standardization of the euphonium, instead, occurred 
simultaneously with that of the brass and wind band mediums; and the wind band is most 
commonly identified as the standard performance medium for euphonium solo 
opportunities with large ensemble.  Compositions for euphonium and wind ensemble 14
represent the bulk of pieces written for the euphonium in the 19th and 20th centuries and 
contributed primarily to the euphonium’s identity in American music.
 Peter Burkholder, Donald Grout, and Claude Palisca, A History of Western Music, 8th ed. 12
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2010) 396. 
 Paul Dickinson, “Analysis of Two Early Euphonium Concertos,” (DMA treatise, Florida State 13
University, 2016) 1.  
 Adam Frey, “Music for Euphonium and Wind Band,” in Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire: 14
The Euphonium Source Book, compiled and edited by Lloyd E. Bone Jr., and Eric Paull 
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2007) 91.
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In 1872, Amilcare Ponchielli’s (1834-1886) Concerto per Flicorno Basso was 
composed for a flicorno basso soloist and wind band. Since the original instrument 
designation is flicorno-basso, or bass flugelhorn, the solo is often disregarded in literature 
discussions about the euphonium despite it being an original instrument-specific 
composition by a highly regarded Italian composer. While the bass flugelhorn is not 
nominally a euphonium, it is described as a synonym to euphonium in its standard 
reference definition and the instruments’ histories are well related.  Though some 15
trumpeters lay claim to this concerto as part of their early literature, the euphonium is the 
instrument which most frequently performs Ponchielli’s significant work today. Because 
of misunderstandings such as that of the Concerto per Flicorno Basso not being 
documented as significant euphonium literature, many compositions written between 
1872 and 1972 are often omitted in euphonium scholarship. These compositions make up 
a significant portion of the works discussed in this study.

This study is divided into three major sections, The Golden Age of Bands  16
(1880-1930), The Great American Instrumental Music Renaissance  (1950-1999), and 17
the 21st Century. Compositions between the years 1930 and 1950 are largely omitted in 
this study because there are little known published compositions found within this time 
period for the euphonium and wind band. This two-decade gap coincides with the Great 
Depression and World War II, when economic factors hindered the ability for large 
 Clifford Bevan, “Euphonium,” Oxford Music Online, 2001. https://15
www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/
omo-9781561592630-e-0000009077?rskey=S0APKr&result=2. 
 Gretchen Bowles, “The ‘Golden Age’ of Euphonium Playing c. 1880-1920” (DMA 16
dissertation, The University of Southern Mississippi, 2004) 1. 
 Frederick Fennell, Time and the Winds (Leblanc Educational Publications, 1954) 2. 17
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ensembles to maintain active performance and touring schedules as those that existed 
earlier in the century. One exception is Joseph DeLuca’s Sentimentale, which was 
published posthumously in 1937 and is included in this document for being clearly 
influenced by the context of the later part of the Golden Age of Bands. 
Compositions discussed in this document fall into the years of their respective 
compositional era and also adhere to the following qualifying factors: a) the piece must 
be composed originally as a euphonium solo or soli feature including the euphonium; b) 
the composer of the selection must have lived in the United States for a duration of over 
ten years continuously to establish long-term connection with the American wind band 
community; and c) there must be a wind band accompaniment in existence. 
One solo from each era, Fantasia di Concerto, Symphonic Variants, and, 
Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage,” is analyzed in depth to show its compositional, 
expressive, and technical elements. These analyses are insightful for players or directors 
attempting to perform these selections and can also be used by scholars who wish to 
expand on any of the topics discussed. 
The solo and ensemble literature of euphonium family instruments was more 
numerous in Europe during the mid-19th century as the euphonium developed in that 
region. With broader European immigration to the United States in the late 19th century 
the euphonium became commonplace in American wind bands during the Golden Age of 
Bands. It was during this era that the literature developed into a quantity of solos that 
became the foundation of the euphonium’s instrument specific standard repertoire.
 8
II
The Golden Age of Bands
Overview
The Concert band rose to prominence, becoming a premier performance medium in the 
United States during the Golden Age of Bands circa 1880-1930.  As professional wind 18
and military bands became popular, conductors and soloists of well-known bands gained 
international prestige. Their popularity was tied to a surge in patriotism that created a 
considerable amount of performance opportunities and demand for band music which had 
strong military connotations. During this period, composers began to write popular 
euphonium solo pieces that brought the instrument onto the national stage. Though there 
were not excessive quantities of euphonium solos composed at this time, The Golden Age 
of Bands was the era in which the first serious instrument-specific works for euphonium 
emerged, building the foundation for its standard repertoire. 
History & Trends
Technological developments to brass instruments allowed them to be more easily 
played in tune which improved the general sound quality of large wind ensembles. This 
allowed bands and wind ensembles to perform with a larger quantity of musicians similar 
to that of the orchestras of the time.  The euphonium and baritone horn were both 19
 Gretchen Bowles, “The ‘Golden Age’ of Euphonium Playing c. 1880-1920” (DMA 18
dissertation, The University of Southern Mississippi, 2004) 1. 
 Bowles, 1. 19
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common during this period as well as the double bell euphonium, a variant combining the 
two instruments where the main bell would carry a deeper tone resembling that of the 
euphonium and a fifth valve would transfer sound through the alternative bell. The 
secondary bell produced a brighter tone like that of a baritone.
The double bell euphonium was popular only in the United States and was 
produced primarily by Charles Gerard Conn (1844-1931).  As a result of this, single bell 20
euphoniums were commonly referred to as baritones regardless of whether the actual 
manufacturing specifics of the instrument fit that of a baritone or euphonium.  The 21
misnaming of euphoniums as baritones in the United States has led to many solos being 
designated for the baritone despite actually being composed for and performed on a 
single bell euphonium. 
Wind band music from this era is often characterized as light and entertaining.  22
The compositions, commonly referred to as “music for the feet, not the head,” were well-
suited to the audience’s preference making bands a popular medium at the time.  Touring 23
ensembles included professional concert bands, military bands, and circus ensembles, 
many of which achieved long-term success. They played a variety of music including 
musical miniatures such as two-steps, waltzes, polkas, and gallops. Their popular 
concerts, world-class soloists, and variety of new music all are important aspects of each 
ensemble’s history.
 Bowles, 32. 20
 Bowles, 33. 21
 Peter Burkholder, Donald Grout, and Claude Palisca, A History of Western Music, 8th ed. 22
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2010) 765. 
 Frederick Fennell, Time and the Winds (Leblanc Educational Publications, 1954) 38. 23
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Patrick Gilmore was one of the most successful soloists and band leaders of this 
era. He led many bands in the late 19th century and the success of his ensembles marks 
the designation of the beginning of the Golden Age of Bands. Gilmore’s instrumentation 
was flexible and varied based on the engagement at which they were required to play, but 
it consisted generally of 66 players. His band is one of the earliest to specifically list 
euphoniums under that terminology.
Although there were many fine euphonium players in Gilmore’s band, there are 
no known euphonium-specific solos composed for this ensemble. Other professional 
bands followed in Gilmore’s footsteps, the most heralded of which was the John Philip 
Sousa Band, under the direction of John Philip Sousa (1854-1932). Sousa, in his many 
years as a bandmaster, had worked with numerous instrumentation settings in an attempt 
to refine the sound of the band.  The ensembles of this era had large clarinet sections as 24
they were considered to be the violins of the band. The euphonium also played a large 
role in Sousa’s band and his compositions. 
Baritone horn or euphonium soloists from the Sousa Band have contributed in a 
notable way to the development of the euphonium’s standard repertoire base. All of these 
players were exceptional instrumentalists, additionally, some of them were composer/
soloists who wrote some of the very first instrument-specific works for the euphonium 
(table 2.1). The dates listed are the known years during which the players performed with 
the Sousa Band. They are omitted when unknown. 















Edward Warwell (1898-1903)  
Table 2.1. Euphonium Soloists of John Philip Sousa Band (Mark Foutch, “Euphoniumists 
of the Sousa Band,” Euphonia Magazine, 1981)
The earliest euphonium composer/soloist of this era is Simone Mantia 
(1873-1951), an Italian native who immigrated with his family to New York in 1881.  25
He performed as euphonium soloist with the Sousa band from 1896 to 1903. Following 
his post with the band, he continued his career with the newly formed Arthur Pryor Band. 
Later, he became principle trombone of the Metropolitan Opera in New York beginning 
in 1908.  26
As was common during this time period, Mantia wrote solos for himself to 
perform with the Sousa Band. Stemming from a lack of prior literature, euphonium 
soloists such as Mantia composed entertaining and technically challenging works for 
themselves to perform, which created a framework for the instrument’s standard 
repertoire. One such example is Mantia’s All Those Endearing Young Charms, a theme 
and variation setting based on a well-known Irish air, which remains a widely performed 
euphonium solo.
 Gretchen Bowles, “The ‘Golden Age’ of Euphonium Playing c. 1880-1920” (DMA 25
dissertation, The University of Southern Mississippi, 2004) 42. 
 Arthur Lehman, “Euphoniumist Simone Mantia Remembered” (2008) 26
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The theme and variation and waltz-caprice forms of instrumental music were 
standard for euphonium literature during this era.  All Those Endearing Young Charms, 27
while being the earliest known American euphonium composition, is by no means the 
easiest to perform. After a brief march-like band introduction, the euphonium opens with 
a flourishing cadenza featuring a 32nd-note scalar passage before easing into the flowing 
6/8 melodic theme. Variations I, II, and the finale feature melodic manipulations of the 
theme intended to highlight Mantia’s own performing prowess. Mantia is described in 
The Art of Euphonium Playing, Vol. 1 as, “the greatest euphonium soloist of all time, 
being particularly famous for pyrotechnical performances of his own solos.”28
In the early 2000s the ITEA Standard Literature Committee devised a system for 
rating the difficulty of standard works for the Euphonium and Tuba which will be 
referenced throughout this document. Their scale, designed by Dr. Mark Cox, considers 
the technical elements of a piece in contributing to a difficulty rating on a scale out of 
100.  The rating for Endearing Young Charms and its arrangements range from 86 to 90, 29
a very high difficulty rating considering the expanding technical demands of 
compositions from the late 20th and 21st centuries.  Though the work contains 30
numerous speed and flexibility demands, it is a rather short piece averaging about four to 
seven minutes in performance duration. The range is limited to three octaves, containing 
notes between C2 and C5. Mantia’s other original euphonium compositions include Auld 
 “Theme and Variations,” https://musopen.org/music/form/theme-and-variations/. 27
 Art Lehman, The Art of Euphonium Playing, Volume 1 (Tuba Euphonium Press, 1977) 27. 28
 ITEA Standard Literature Selection Committee, “Official Standard Literature List: Tuba and 29
Euphonium Solo Music,” 1st ed. 5-6. 
 ITEA Standard Literature Selection Committee, 28. 30
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Lang Syne and Polka Fantastique. Both are character pieces of similar length and 
difficulty to his Endearing Young Charms, and these works have lifted his name to 
universal renown in the field of band music.31
Another Sousa Band soloist with published euphonium compositions was Italian-
American, Joseph DeLuca (1890-1935). DeLuca composed four original works for 
euphonium: Beautiful Colorado, Minuet-Scherzo, Thoughts of Gold, and Sentimentale. 
While similar in character to the works of Mantia, DeLuca’s compositions varied in a 
number of ways. The most popular of his solo selections was composed for a tour 
performance in Colorado.  Unlike the arranged tunes found in Endearing Young Charms 32
and Auld Lang Syne, Beautiful Colorado (Valse Caprice) and DeLuca’s other 
compositions feature original melodies instead of previously existing popular fare. 
Despite the advancements in terms of compositional originality, his works are less 
demanding in terms of range, dexterity, and rhythm/tempo, garnering a 59 to 62 in 
difficulty rating on the ITEA scale.33
Only one known euphonium composition exists from this era that cannot be 
traced in some way to the Sousa Band, Karl King’s A Night in June. Karl King 
(1891-1971) began playing cornet at eleven years old and soon switched to the baritone. 
By the age of 18 he was performing as a professional baritone player for the Robinson 
 Lehman, 27. 31
 Michael Hester, “A Study of the Saxophone Soloists Performing with the John Philip Sousa 32
Band: 1893-1930” (DMA document, The University of Arizona, 1995) 98. 
 ITEA Standard Literature Selection Committee, 19. 33
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Circus Band.  In 1913 he joined the famous Barnum and Bailey Circus as a baritone 34
player, composer, and director.  That same year he composed his most famous march, 35
Barnum and Bailey’s Favorite, which remains a staple in both circus music and 
euphonium excerpt literature to this day. 
King’s A Night in June, composed for the Sells Floto Band baritone soloist Vic 
Graham in 1915, is a short lyrical selection which has been arranged for various types of 
instrumental chamber combinations since its original form for solo baritone and band. 
The work’s difficulty is not rated in the ITEA literature list, but the range demands are the 
least extensive of any work from this era, covering only one octave and a fourth. Instead 
of following the trends set by Mantia and the Sousa Band, it is the first composition of its 
kind to feature the euphonium’s angelic tone in a purely lyrical setting over only the 
richest tonal range of the horn. 
Many of these compositions are still standard repertoire today and continue to 
experience ongoing popularity. While Mantia’s Endearing Young Charms enjoys the most 
widespread popularity, his Auld Lang Syne has made somewhat of a revival in status 
since the publishing of new editions for euphonium with concert band, brass band, and 
piano in 2010.  DeLuca’s works are commonly used as required pieces for competitions 36
at both high school and university levels. In March 2019, the Minuet-Scherzo was 
required as a preliminary submission for the student level division of the Leonard 
 Karl Holvik, “The Karl King Story: An Informal Interview,” Journal of Band Research 3, no. 34
2 (1967): 7. 
 Holvik, 7. 35
 Simone Mantia, Auld Lang Syne (Potenza Music Publishing: 2009) 36
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Falcone International Tuba and Euphonium Festival Competition, an internationally 
recognized instrumental competition.  37
This era also saw the composition of the first concerto for euphonium in American 
Music. Fantasia di Concerto by Eduardo Boccalari (1859-1921) is the most substantial 
original work for euphonium and band composed during the Golden Age of Bands. It is 
longer in duration than any other solo previously composed in America for euphonium. 
Fantasia di Concerto was written for Sousa band soloist John Perfetto. It has since been 
performed around the world by euphoniumists, trumpeters and clarinetists. It is the 
quintessential euphonium composition from the Golden Age of Bands and must be 
recognized for establishing expectations for the technical and stylistic demands of 
euphonium standard repertoire.
Analysis of Fantasia di Concerto (1906) By Eduardo Boccalari
Eduardo Boccalari was born in Varese, Italy, studied on scholarship at the Royal 
Music Conservatory in Milan, and conducted opera internationally before moving to New 
York City in 1904.  He was recognized as an authority regarding operatic production, 38
and his compositions for band and orchestra were influenced by the Italian opera 
tradition.  Though he primarily worked with orchestras, he was one of few guest soloists 39
to conduct and compose for the Sousa Band. Collaborating with Sousa Band euphonium 
soloist John Perfetto allowed Boccalari to bring a heightened level of virtuosity and 
 Leonard Falcone International Euphonium and Tuba Festival, “2019 Festival Required 37
Music,” https://www.falconefestival.org/index.php/festival-competition/the-competition/2019-
required-music. 
 Wind Repertory Project, “Eduardo Boccalari,” https://www.windrep.org/Eduardo_Boccalari. 38
 Wind Repertory Project. 39
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expression into his full-length euphonium composition Fantasia di Concerto. The work 
displays Boccalari’s control of Romantic music tendencies. His ability to compose these 
formal, expressive, and technical features for the euphonium resulted in its first 
instrument-specific concerto in American music. 
Genre & Form
Fantasia di Concerto has characteristics of the concerto, fantasy, and tone poem 
genres of instrumental music. A tone poem is generally defined as a piece of music that is 
composed to evoke the contents of a descriptive theme. Fantasia di Concerto’s relation to 
the tone poem lies in its subtitle, “Sounds from the Riviera,” which elicits imagery of a 
Riviera, plausibly one from Boccalari’s native country, Italy. The solo euphonium lines 
from the opening begin with an ascending perfect fourth, arpeggiate downwards, and rise 
again to the peak of their respective phrases (figure 2.1). The second half of the 
composition has a distinctly new character featuring a bolero feel with a marked increase 
in syncopation (figure 2.2). 
Figure 2.1. Introduction (Boccalari, Fantasia di Concerto, mm. 1-16)
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Figure 2.2. Second Exposition—Theme 1 (Boccalari, mm. 115-138)
As for the work’s concerto elements, there is a dynamic battle of forces between the 
euphonium soloist and accompanying ensemble which is enough to categorize this 
selection as a concerto in its simplest definition where, “contrasting forces are brought 
together in a harmonious ensemble.”  The title, however, designates multiple genre 40
labels, and therefore it is important to dive into the titled terminology a bit further. 
Though concertos and fantasy compositions were both well known at the time, many 
compositions utilize features of both—with the most well known being the fantasy-
concerto, or concert-fantasy. 
Fantasy-concertos, which exhibit stylistic elements of both the concerto and the 
fantasy, became popular amongst Italian composers in the 19th century and were 
primarily composed for clarinet. 19th-century Italian clarinetist Luigi Bassi composed a 
concerto-fantasy which is described as, “probably the most often played work from the 
 Peter Burkholder, Donald Grout, and Claude Palisca, A History of Western Music, 8th ed. 40
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2010) 302. 
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realm of operatic transcriptions of the virtuoso era.”  Bassi’s Concerto Fantasia on 41
Motives from Verdi’s Opera “Rigolleto,” among others of its type, took themes from a 
well-known opera favorite and wove them into a virtuosic instrumental piece in a way 
that is both engaging for the performer and exciting for the audience. They were often 
one-movement pieces for an instrumental soloist with piano or ensemble accompaniment, 
and were in fantasy or theme and variations form. 
Boccalari’s Fantasia di Concerto is similar to Bassi’s Concerto Fantasia. The 
euphonium’s obligato lines in Boccalari’s work are similar to parts of Bassi’s figural 
variations. Both pieces have numerous cadenzas and an improvisatory feel that is 
characteristic of all fantasia style compositions. Boccalari’s take on the concerto-fantasy 
resulted in a unique composition for the euphonium that fits numerous genre designations 
and expands the variety of euphonium literature overall.
Fantasia di Concerto is one of the most formally complex euphonium solos of its 
era, and its structure contributes to its varied stylistic elements. Although the piece is in 
conversation with the thematic scheme of the sonata form structure, it deviates in several 
ways. In particular, harmonically its layout is not consistent with that of strict sonata 
form. The piece begins with the thematic layout of sonata form in a sense that you can 
easily identify two main themes with differing mode and character. The elements of 
sonata form are dispersed only subtly through the latter half of the piece, resulting in a 
more fantasy-like expression of the form (figure 2.3).
 John Petersen, “The Virtuoso Clarinet: Arrangements from the Nineteenth-Century Italian 41
Opera, A Lecture Recital, Together with Three Recitals of Selected Works of B. Bartoke, J. 
Brahms, E. Carter, B. Crusell, M. Clyne, C. Debussy, P. Hindemith, R. Schumann, G. Tartini, R. 
Vaughan Williams, and C. Whittenberg” (DMA dissertation, North Texas State University, 1977) 
11. 
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Introduction      First Exposition    
  Theme 1     Transition    Theme 2    Closing   
1     —     35     36   —   52        53   —   68        69  —  84         85  —  100     
gm: i  —  V        i                                                  I                         III 
     Cadenza
101  —  114
Second Exposition                   “Recapitulation”                          Coda    
Theme 1     Transition    Theme 2    Closing   
 115  —  171      172  —   180     181 —   196    197  —  209      210 —  246     
cm: i                                            bVI                iv                           i                I
Figure 2.3. Form Diagram of Fantasia di Concerto (Boccalari)
The transition section of an exposition often moves the piece toward a new key 
center. In Boccalari’s second thematic area, the mode has changed but the harmonic 
movement is delayed until the closing material of the section. This conflict between the 
thematic and tonal changes occurring at different moments in the piece obscures the 
theme 2 and closing sections to the exposition. Measure 85 is used to designate the 
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beginning of this closing section because of the key change and this final segment 
containing a strong cadence in the same key. 
The euphonium cadenza acts as transitionary material between the two larger 
sections of the work in differing styles. Following the cadenza is the point where 
Boccalari’s work begins to completely diverge from a typical sonata form. In a strict 
recapitulation, the same melodies and key from the opening exposition returns; but in 
Fantasia di Concerto, there is a new primary theme and the original key center never 
returns. Instead, the tonal movement in this “second exposition” mirrors the first 
exposition, which moves from a minor key in theme 1 to a secondary theme in its major 
submediant. 
Where this section resembles its sonata form function is in the melodic material of 
theme 2 (figure 2.4). Theme 2 utilizes similar rhythmic and melodic material from the 
opening exposition, but it is varied through syncopation that is consistent with the latter 
half of the piece. This melody gives the listener a brief sense of the recapitulatory 
function (figure 2.5). Had this material been transitioned to and composed in the same 
key center of the opening of the work, the composition overall would have been much 
more rounded in nature. Instead, the fantasy expressions are more consistent and overt, 
resulting in a through-composed feel.
Figure 2.4. Second Exposition—Theme 2 (Boccalari, mm. 178-192)
 
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Figure 2.5. Exposition—Theme 2 (Boccalari, Fantasia di Concerto, mm. 69-76) 
 
The formal structure of this composition is consistent with those from the 
Romantic era where sonata characteristics are used loosely in fantasy form to connect a 
composer’s various themes and ideas. This type of compositional structure was not found 
often in euphonium literature from the Golden Age, when most of the compositions were 
shorter and typically in theme and variations form. 
Expressive Elements
Fantasia di Concerto features exhaustive lyrical and technical sections, and the 
operatic nature of the work overall lends itself well to the euphonium’s singing tone. It is 
one of the longest euphonium compositions of its time, and the first of which to broaden 
boundaries for the euphonium in terms of the expressive elements of playing. 
The opening is marked with call and response statements between the euphonium 
and the ensemble which build from a soft opening marked piano to a peak fortissimo in 
measure 24. The first few of these highlight the ensemble’s woodwind section. The 
euphonium response, to the woodwind call, displays the soft euphonium playing in a 
manner that resembles the light nature of the smaller woodwind instruments, matching 
the ensemble’s sonorities. The dynamic of both forces builds, and in measure 24 the 
euphonium’s strength in quantity of sound is on full display—staying fortissimo for four 
measures and overpowering the sound of the entire band with its glorious, resounding 
tone. While dynamic contrast had surely been written into euphonium compositions 
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before this, none in a manner so delicately measured as Boccalari’s to pit the euphonium 
against different instrumentation combinations side-by-side, and simultaneously, to 
display the full variety of its dynamic range. 
The primary thematic material for the piece begins in measure 36. It is a minor 
mode theme, marked espressivo, and it allows the performer the ability to highlight their 
passion and intensity of phrasing early on with many accented suspensions and 
encompassing a wide dynamic range of piano to forte. This theme lays well on the 
euphonium, containing many emphasized notes on Bb3 and F4 which are open notes on 
the horn (figure 2.6). 
Figure 2.6. Exposition—Theme 1 (Boccalari, mm. 36-52)
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While professional players are expected to have timbral control over any note on 
the instrument, the open notes would have been much easier to manipulate on a 
euphonium from this era. Because of intonation quirks and an instrument design that was 
still in progress, it was important for composers from the Golden Age to utilize keys that 
were ‘instrument-friendly’ and Fantasia di Concerto does just that with this theme. The 
opening page of this solo alone gives the euphonium performer a wide range of flexibility 
in showing off their expressive interpretation and artistic ability on the instrument. The 
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softer sections show the sensitive capacity and dark ominous tone of the euphonium 
while the peaks of each phrase rise in tessitura and volume to display its full potential and 
velvety tone in a powerful cry.
Theme 2 features the euphonium providing a more uplifting melody than that of 
the opening theme (figure 2.7). It is, like theme one, marked espressivo and carries a 
dynamic range of piano to forte. Though the pitch at the peak of measures 69 through 84 
is the same G4 as the peak from theme one, often euphonium players go up to the next 
chord tone of B4 for this section indicating a new dramatic peak in the piece. At the time 
of the piece’s composition, B4 would have been a difficult note to produce a full, in tune, 
tone on the euphonium; and the G4 would have had more impact from it being an easier 
note to project on. With modern developments of the horn, such as being generally more 
responsive instruments allowing the upper registers to project more easily, the B4 sings 
and is a more natural flow of the line as it continues the melodic ascent from measure 81 
into 82. This B4 is the best opportunity in the piece for the euphonium soloist to belt 
dramatically like an operatic tenor. It is the highest note occurring in a lyrical section of 
the piece, and the second highest note in the piece altogether if the performer chooses to 
take this widely adopted alteration. 
Figure 2.7. Exposition—Theme 2 (Boccalari, mm. 69-84)
   
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Following this theme, the melody is then orchestrated into the ensemble with the 
euphonium performing a difficult obligato line comprised of 64th-note arpeggiated and 
scalar lines (figure 2.8). While most of this section is intended to show off the technical 
dexterity euphonium players are capable of having, including many lip and valve slurs in 
quick succession, it culminates in a moment of peace and transcendence in measure 100. 
Here, the euphonium holds a pianissimo Bb4, one of the richest notes in the upper 
register being an open harmonic on the same pitch class as the fundamental frequency of 
the horn. 
While the cadenza following this section comes off as a bit improvisatory, it is 
entirely written-out with many rapid changes in dynamics and tempo. This cadenza 
contains both the upper and lower limits of the range demands for the entire selection, 
and within one arpeggio the performer must play both extremes. The cadenza in all is 
about two minutes in length, and there is room for the performer to alter the specifics of 
the notation to showcase extended features they are able to perform on the euphonium 
such as multiple-tonguing, lip glissandi, or even multi-phonics which would not have 
been a common performance practice at the time but is more prevalent in compositions 
today.
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Figure 2.8. Exposition—Closing Material (Boccalari, mm. 85-101)
 
The “second exposition” of the piece breaks many of the idiomatic molds 
Boccalari had adhered to for the first half of the work. While the composer repeats many 
of the expression markings from the exposition, their application is different with the new 
tempo, key, and style of the piece. The key centers for the second half of the work, c 
minor and c major, are generally less euphonium friendly, containing more difficult 
fingering sequences than those of the opening, specifically the c major sections at the 
very end. In general, the “second exposition” melody is composed much less so in the 
middle range of the horn, utilizing the middle and upper tessituras of the instrument 
instead. This is more demanding on the player, and a contrast with the comfortable 
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writing from theme 1 which was more typical of other Golden Age of Bands euphonium 
solos. 
The composition ends with a coda from measures 210-246 and concludes with the 
loudest marked part of the piece with the euphonium being ff and the ensemble even 
louder at fff. This coda is filled with technical fireworks to showcase the performer’s 
talent and dazzle the audience with the dexterity and finger-work possible on the 
euphonium. The quick technical passages of this section would have likely opened 
Golden Age listeners up to the full technical capacity of the horn, showing that it could 
perform passages similarly to its smaller instrumental counterparts.  The full scope of 
expression in Fantasia di Concerto had not yet been seen out of euphonium solos and 
even to this day many performers choose this piece as a showcase for concerto 
competitions to highlight the capabilities of the euphonium as a powerful solo force. 
Technical Elements
While Fantasia di Concerto is not the most difficult selection from the Golden 
Age of Bands in terms of its technical characteristics, it sets a precedence for the general 
level of playing that was expected at its time among professional euphonium players. It 
ranks overall as 81/100 in terms of difficulty according to the ITEA guidelines (table 2.2).
The ITEA committee gives this piece 28/40 possible points for range difficulty. 
The full scope of range is found within a single passage in the cadenza, D2 to C5 (figure 
2.9). For players who have yet to develop this type of range control, or who are 
experiencing embouchure fatigue in performance, an easier ossia part is included for this 
section.
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Table 2.2. Difficulty Rating of Fantasia di Concerto 
Figure 2.9. Cadenza (Boccalari, mm. 106-112)
Although there is an ossia part composed here, there are few parts of the overall piece 
that this is done for and a majority of the work is taxing for a player’s embouchure. The 
primary concern for advanced players tackling this work is not the extreme range 
demands, but instead the length at which players stay in the middle to upper-middle 
tessitura of the instrument. There is not a lot of low playing in the work to give the 
embouchure a break, and especially in the Bolero section towards the end of the piece, 
there are not many rests and the performer still needs to have a lot of lip strength 
remaining for full efficacy in the finale. 
Fantasia di Concerto 








The dexterity requirements of the obligato sections of the work are a major factor 
in the piece being designated with 27/30 points for this category according to its ITEA 
rating.  While the primary factor for dexterity in the ITEA guidelines is the largest single 
interval, this is not the reason for the dexterity requirements of Fantasia di Concerto 
being listed so high. Instead, the primary dexterity concerns are that of numerous lip-slurs 
and often in very quick succession. The obligato line of measures 85 through 100 has 
64th-note lip slurs and this section is extremely difficulty to perform for a player of any 
caliber. Often players will use alternative valve combinations to combat the difficulty of 
the slurs in this section. 
The quick tempo, and finger-work passages in the coda push the rhythm/tempo 
rating to an 18/20 difficulty. There are numerous triplets where the middle note is a 
lower-neighbor tone to the outer notes of the triplet, or half step difference creating an 
extremely strenuous scenario for the player’s valve hand. This part requires diligent 
practice off the horn so that the muscle memory is well up to speed. Alternatively, players 
can instead perform this section all on a single note instead of using the written half step 
alteration, and if their triple tonguing is well developed this will make the section much 
easier to perform. Not only is this option easier, but it adds variety to the finale if you can 
perform the repeated section, measures 225-232, both slurred and articulated. It is 
performed both as written or with the alternative articulations by professional players. 
The miscellaneous rating for this selection is 8/10. The primary cause for this 
rating is the excessive phrase lengths found within the piece. Specifically, the composer 
leaves very little rests for breaths in the primary theme of the piece causing players to 
search for places they can make spaces for breaths within the phrase. Additionally, each 
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rest within the first obligato passage is exactly one 16th note in length giving little time 
for the player to get enough air for the demanding lines. 
Overall this piece is rated as 81 in terms of difficulty which is extremely 
demanding even by today’s standards. It is an excellent example of how the Golden Age 
of Euphonium overlapped with Romantic Era compositional norms and displaying the 
depth of the earliest euphonium concerto by an American composer. The piece is now 
available with orchestral or brass band accompaniments and helped to push euphonium 
literature by being the first large scale composition of its type in an era filled with smaller 
character works for the instrument. The next chapter will discuss changes to the wind 
ensemble, and show a broad variety within large scale and small scale composition for 
euphonium and band in the late 20th century, a path which was forged in large part by the 
brave addition to the literature in Boccalari’s Fantasia di Concerto which illustrates the 
expectations for standard euphonium repertoire.
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III 
The Great American Instrumental Music Renaissance42
Overview
By the time of Sousa’s death in 1932, there had been a distinct increase in the number of 
American musical institutions. School, university, and professional military bands were 
an expanding tradition, replacing earlier forms of the wind and professional concert 
bands that often resembled their European roots. In the 1950s, more euphonium 
compositions began to emerge which reflected the new musical culture. There is a clear 
increase in the number of compositions for euphonium from this era compared to that of 
the Golden Age. An emphasis was put on flexible instrumentation to make scoring easier 
for composers of varied musical backgrounds. More composers were writing for wind 
band, and euphonium literature flourished as a result of this era of instrumental music in 
the United States. Turn-of-the-century style trends such as composer/soloists writing 
flashy character pieces for themselves to perform continued, but at the same time a new 
style of euphonium playing was formed and brought new direction to the standard 
repertoire for the instrument. 
History & Trends
Frederick Fennell (1914-2004) influenced significant changes to the way 
composers orchestrated works for band. The concert band medium was transitioning to a 
smaller, more standardized wind ensemble. Fennell formed the Eastman Symphonic 
 Frederick Fennell, Time and the Winds (Leblanc Educational Publications, 1954) 41. 42
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Wind Ensemble at the Eastman School of Music in 1952.  Through his conducting and 43
commissioning of new works, he remained devoted to the capabilities of the wind 
ensemble as a medium, and as a result the literature has flourished to include a wide array 
of works and styles. The difference from the earlier bands is in the number of players 
designated for each part or instrument. The instrumentation of the Eastman Symphonic 
Wind Ensemble was more suitable for composers to imagine the soundscape, which 
encouraged a growth in compositions for the new medium.  44
By this era the term euphonium was being more widely used throughout the 
United States and it received official standardization in 1973 by way of an ITEA (then 
T.U.B.A.) publication. Few solos were composed with the baritone designation, and if so 
it was typically by a composer who had lived during the Golden Age of Bands. The 
baritone was more frequently used for beginning band students because it is a smaller 
instrument and requires less air to produce a tone. The baritone is also used in brass 
bands in addition to the euphonium section to produce additional timbral effects. 
Euphonium literature expanded in terms of the number of solos composed and in 
stylistic variety. Soloists were less likely to compose their own works; however, 
composer-performers did not disappear entirely. Musicians such as Neal Corwell, a 
retired performer from The United States Army Band “Pershing’s Own,” wrote character-
pieces that drew influence from the Golden Age.  The most marked difference is that 45
 Eastman School of Music, “Milestones in Wind Ensemble History.” https://43
www.esm.rochester.edu/ewe/milestones.php. 
 Fennell, 52. 44
 Neal Corwell, “Neal Corwell: Music Performer/ Composer/ Teacher,” https://45
nealcorwell.com/. 
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more career composers from this era chose, or were commissioned, to write works 
specifically to feature the euphonium. Commissions from this period typically are written 
for players associated with professional military bands. Military band instrumentation 
closely resembles the wind ensemble’s compact form, having few doublings in most 
cases.  46
The first solo work for euphonium that emerged during this era was Fantasy for 
Euphonium and Wind Orchestra composed by Rule Beasley in 1959. Rule Beasley was 
an accomplished bassoon performer and composer, playing regularly with the Fort Worth 
Symphony and teaching composition at North Texas State University, now the University 
of North Texas.  He composed this selection for his wife Lisa Beasley who was the 47
euphonium player that premiered and recorded the piece.  Adam Frey characterizes the 48
work as exhibiting the “older contemporary style,” by which he means bi-tonal 
harmonies, rhythmic imitation between the soloist and the ensemble, often consisting of 
small segments, and serial techniques used in the melodic writing. 
The difficulty of Beasley’s Fantasy for Euphonium is not ranked in ITEA’s 
“Standard Literature” guide, but the overall solo range consists of only two octaves and 
one half (Ab2-A4.) Between the range and the mild rhythmic demands the work is 
accessible for advanced high school and beginning collegiate players. With school bands 
being much more popular in this era, the variety in difficulty increases during this time as 
many works like Beasley’s are composed to be accessible to the average player while 
 U.S. Army School of Music, “A History of U.S. Army Bands,” 38. 46
 John Beasley Music, “Rule Beasley, Compositions - Fantasy for Euphonium and Band 47
(1960),” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnvfrOQqnYE. 
 John Beasley Music. 48
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others are composed specifically for world-class performers and include increasingly 
difficult technical demands.
Composers often wrote concertos for the euphonium in this era, with over 15 
documented. While the Euphonium Concerto (1972) of Joseph Horovitz is widely 
accepted as the first published euphonium concerto, Frederick Mueller actually composed 
for euphonium and wind ensemble two years prior.  His Concerto for Euphonium 49
(1970), though never published with wind band accompaniment, was performed and 
recorded by euphonium soloist Earle Louder and the United States Navy Band on the 
album “Euphonium Ambassador Earle Louder vol. 1. ” Mueller’s Concerto for 50
Euphonium, is amongst a few compositions which establish that the Horovitz did not 
compose the first euphonium concerto despite some people’s assertions. 
Concerto for Euphonium (1971), by Alec Wilder (1907-1980), is the earliest 
known published multi-movement concerto for euphonium and wind band, representing a 
significant contribution to the works in the late 20th century. Wilder was a New York 
composer who could “effortlessly cross between styles, borrowing from influential and 
popular musical trends while working with a classical context… creating his own unique 
compositional voice. ” Wilder was known for working closely with the performers for 51
whom he wrote, including high profile musicians such as Mel Torme and Frank Sinatra.  52
His euphonium concerto was no exception: it was composed for Barry Kilpatrick, a well 
 Frey, 105. 49
 Earle Louder, “Earle Louder. Vol. 1, Euphonium Ambassador,” Mark Records, 2005. 50
 Mackenzie Romriell, “Classically Unsung: The Art Songs of Alec Wilder” (DMA document, 51
The University of Arizona, 2017) 10. 
 Romriell, 10. 52
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known brass performer and pedagogue who continues to teach music at the State 
University of New York in Fredonia. 
While still being composed in a mid-20th century style, this work contains much 
more musical variety than the smaller-scale pieces composed between 1959 and 1970. 
Wilder’s Concerto for Euphonium was one of the longest euphonium compositions of any 
type, with a typical performance lasting 16 to 17 minutes. It is a five-movement work that  
features long singing melodies in the slow movements in contrast with engaging rhythmic 
variation and syncopation in others. This concerto is representative of the idiomatic 
writing for euphonium at the time, exploring Wilder’s individuality instead of attempting 
to push the technical limits of the instrument. The difficulty demands range from 49 to 
75, depending on the movement, which is surpassed by many other compositions of this 
era. Wilder’s Concerto for Euphonium is an excellent selection for undergraduate 
euphonium players, amateur soloists, and professional players. Compositions such as 
Wilder’s concerto encouraged composers to take euphonium more seriously as a solo 
instrument, which aided the distinct increase in multi-movement works for euphonium in 
this era.
Universities music programs and professional military bands followed Fennell’s 
lead in commissioning many new works for wind ensemble. This resulted in an increase 
in large-scale works for the euphonium from this era. James Barnes’ Duo Concertante 
(1990), for solo euphonium, trumpet, and band, was composed for Dr. Brian Bowman (b. 
1946), Regents Professor of Euphonium at the University of North Texas, and his brother 
Victor (b. 1945). They premiered the work at the Midwest Band Clinic in Chicago, 
Illinois accompanied by The United States Air Force Band in Washington, D.C. for which 
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both brothers were full-time performers. James Barnes is an American tubist and 
composer who has written over 50 works for concert band since 1975. His Duo 
Concertante, and other soli features similar to the orchestral concerto grosso, is a prime 
way for directors to feature multiple soloists, such as the Bowman brothers.  
The quick solo lines and common practice harmonic language are reminiscent of 
Golden Age of Bands solos and duos such as Arthur Pryor’s Cousins for Trombone and 
Trumpet. The accompaniment part, however, is more extensive and features the other 
instruments in an expanded role from earlier solo instrumental accompaniments. The 
quick tempo is demanding, and though the difficulty of this piece has not been rated by 
the ITEA committee, I used their criteria to determine that this piece would carry a 
difficulty rating of 90 on their scale, scoring the maximum difficulty of 40 for range, 20 
points for rhythm/tempo, 24 points for requiring advanced dexterity, and a miscellaneous 
rating of six for the excessive endurance requirement and excessive length of phrases of 
the andante middle section. 
The most significant addition to the repertoire from this era is James Curnow’s  
(b. 1943) Symphonic Variants which was composed for Harry Begian and the University 
of Illinois Symphonic Band. Overall, the late 20th century was a time when euphonium 
literature flourished. There are markedly more solos composed for the instrument than in 
the previous era, a much wider variety of literature, and numerous full-scale concertos 
that push the technical and artistic limits of professional players.
Analysis of Symphonic Variants (1984) By James Curnow
Amongst the growing field of compositions, Symphonic Variants, by James 
Curnow, stands out as one of the most substantial pieces ever composed for euphonium in 
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any era or setting. Curnow is an American composer from Michigan and a euphonium 
player himself. He studied privately with one of the greatest baritone horn players in 
American history, Leonard Falcone (1899-1985), while earning his master’s degree at 
Michigan State University.  53
Curnow is known for having contributed significantly to the wind and brass band 
communities in the United States, having composed and arranged over one-hundred 
works for these types of ensembles. Symphonic Variants was selected as the winning 
composition of the American Bandmasters’ Association’s 1984 Ostwald Award for 
excellence in composition, his second piece to win the prestigious award. It was 
composed for Harry Begian and the University of Illinois Bands. Philip Franke, former 
euphonium soloist for the United States Marine Band, performed its premiere. Franke 
was the only player to ever hold principle positions in the Marine Band on both 
euphonium and trombone, and was well capable of handling the demands of this piece. It 
is 18 minutes long, and wholly characteristic of late 20th-century music while 
simultaneously pushing the boundaries of euphonium repertoire as a whole.
 Genre & Form
Through the 20th century, the concerto genre transformed in terms of variety, 
stylistic approaches, and structure even more so than in the late romantic era.  54
Composers in this period often avoid using the term concerto in their title altogether, “in 
order to play with the expectations of their audience. ” This is the case for Symphonic 55
 Wind Repertory Project, “James Curnow,” https://www.windrep.org/James_Curnow. 53
 Chris Birch, “Reactive Originality, Conflict and Co-operation, and Virtuosity: Defining the 54
Contemporary Concerto” (PhD thesis, King’s College London, 2012) 2. 
 Birch, 2. 55
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Variants, a composition for euphonium and wind band that lacks formal movement 
designations and concerto terminology in its title, but nonetheless is one of the premier 
euphonium concertos of this study’s type. It is a dynamic piece for euphonium and winds 
that features important scoring for every part of the ensemble. 
The large scale formal design of Symphonic Variants is comparable to a multi-
movement concerto, incorporating smaller structures nested within each larger section of 
the work. It was composed for the University of Illinois Symphonic Band which typically 
performed as a larger sized ensemble. Since its original composition, Curnow has made 
additional arrangements with brass band and orchestral accompaniment available, 
expanding the reach of his symphonic masterpiece. It is a contemporary theme and 
variations solo that shows off an immense amount of virtuosity and drama, which 
instantly solidified its role as an essential concerto in the euphonium’s standard 
repertoire. 
Theme and variations solos for the euphonium are typically light character pieces 
that utilize a singable melody spun through rhythmic variations to show off the virtuosity 
of the soloist. Symphonic Variants uses the theme and variations form in an entirely new 
way for euphonium composition—instead developing each variant and exploring the 
character of the theme in a more incessant and drawn-out manner. The variants are 
designated by the composer himself and a formal diagram of the large-scale structure of 
the work is included (figure 3.1).
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Introduction & Theme   Variant I     Variant II    Variant III      Variant IV     Finale 
1            —         44     45 — 214    215 — 300   301  —   496  497 — 559  560 — 601
Figure 3.1. Form Diagram of Symphonic Variants (Curnow)
The theme is four bars long, and its first five pitches are integral to the piece 
because they return in every variant (figure 3.2). The introductory section of the piece 
features the theme presented in three varying tempos and styles within the first 40 
measures. These thematic modifications illustrate the type of compositional devices the 
composer utilizes throughout Symphonic Variants.
Figure 3.2. Theme (James Curnow, Symphonic Variants, mm. 7-10)
Variant one, measures 45 through 214, starts out heavy with big brass hits, but 
settles into a light bouncy feel in 6/8 meter. This section is based on the first five pitches 
of the theme varied with a new meter and differing in rhythmic composition. The opening 
euphonium statement features the material acting as the A theme of a seven-part rondo 
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Fig 3.2 m7-10 end on G4
3.3 57-69 box 6-7 including downbeat of 7
3.4  box 15-17 include rst measure of box 17 and tied note of second measure
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Figure 3.3. Variant I (Curnow, mm. 57-69)
The running eighth note theme makes way for the more lyrical B theme based on 
a syncopated quarter note pattern which begins in measure 81 with the woodwinds. 
The fourth of the seven rondo sections includes an extended cadenza, composed 
specifically to feature the multi-phonic extended technique Franke was capable of playing 
(figure 3.4). This is where the instrumentalist performs one pitch with their embouchure 
while simultaneously singing a second through the horn. In Curnow’s solo euphonium 
part he notates to, “hum,” indicating the parts where multi-phonics are requested. This 
technique is not common in euphonium literature; it is very difficult to master multi-
phonics and use them effectively in performance. However, it is a feature used from time 
to time when a composer or arranger knows that it is within the capabilities of the 
intended solo performer. Players who cannot effectively perform the multi-phonics can 
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Fig 3.2 m7-10 end on G4
3.3 57-69 box 6-7 including downbeat of 7
3.4  box 15-17 include rst measure of box 17 an  tied note of second measure
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Figure 3.4. Cadenza—Variant I (Curnow, mm. 165-173)
Variant II begins in measure 215 with a lento con teneramente style marking and 
60 beats per minute tempo designation (figure 3.5). The first three notes of the theme, and 
their intervallic content, is the primary melodic and harmonic material for this slow 
variant. Curnow settles the mood down from the spirited first variant, and takes 
advantage of the subtly dissonant yet open harmonies created from his theme. In static 
and moving lines, the mix of seconds and fifths in the harmony creates a tenuous 
background setting up for the solo euphonium lines to easily project over the ensemble, 
allowing them to use a wide range of expression. 
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Fig 3.2 m7-10 end on G4
3.3 57-69 box 6-7 including downbeat of 7
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Variant III is a scherzo comprised of two main melodies which are both variants 
of the original theme. The first of which is characterized by the first five notes of the 
theme diminuted in rhythmic value followed by a series of 16th notes which demand the 
soloist to utilize the technique of double-tonguing (figure 3.6). Theme 2 of this variant is 
based on quartal musical material, opening with three ascending fourths in the melody.
Figure 3.6. Variant III (Curnow, mm. 307-321)
Variant IV, adagio con calore, is another slow variant where the melodic qualities 
of not only the euphonium but all the wind instruments are called on to shine. Though the 
rhythmic values are typically slower than those used in variant II, it is just as 
rhythmically involved due to its contrapuntal nature. The theme is presented multiple 
times in the accompaniment, and each time it is interrupted by its presentations in other 
instruments bursting out. When the euphonium is given the melody, the accompaniment 
settles to a lesser role so that the solo performer can dictate the dramatic direction of the 
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Figure 3.7 Euphonium Entrance—Variant IV (Curnow, mm. 506-519)
Concluding variant IV, the theme is presented again in its original form and acts 
as a transition into the finale of the work (mm. 553). The finale includes sudden and 
dramatic changes in style and character contributing to the expressive nature of the work. 
The way that Curnow plays with the theme and variations form over an extended 
structural layout is simply genius. He casts aside the model of the light character style 
theme and variation pieces from the Golden Age of Bands, and churns out a masterpiece 
concerto for the euphonium which proves to be one of the most compositionally complex 
works for the instrument of its time. 
Expressive Elements
In the late 20th century, Symphonic Variants broadened the borders for what the 
euphonium was capable of expressively. It is one of the longest euphonium compositions 
of its era and contains almost every facet of euphonium playing over the course of its 
extended variants. From the very opening of the piece this expressivity is explored. The 
first four measures are performed at a full fortissimo volume and peak at a brilliant C5 
following a septuplet ascending run showing off the euphonium’s strength in sound and 
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Figure 3.8. Introduction (Curnow, mm. 1-5)
 
The theme is slower and contains a dynamic range of mezzo-piano to forte already 
showing variety by highlighting the lyrical and sensitive qualities that directly contrast 
the bombastic opening of the piece (fig 2.2). Each of these types of styles and euphonium 
playing are explored in more depth throughout the variants of the work. 
The solo line in variant I begins with insistent running eights establishing the 
variant with a lively, energetic feel (fig 2.3). In measure 98 the rhythmic material in the 
solo line slows to a flowing melody based in quarter notes (figure 3.9). Recurring accents 
are utilized in both themes to create a heavier sound.
Figure 3.9. Variant I (Curnow, mm. 98-111)
Variant I features a minute-long euphonium cadenza, giving room for the soloist 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































3.10 Box 18-double bar after 19
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the multi-phonic technique. The ending sounds like a compositional homage to the 
euphonium concerto of Joseph Horovitz which culminates its first movement on the same 
two Cs that Curnow uses here with differing rhythmic durations (figure 3.10). Curnow, 
like Horovitz, leads to the high C with technical passages ascending from the middle 
register up. 
Figure 3.10. Closing—Variant I (Curnow, mm. 187-214)
Variant II is the first major section of the work which is entirely lyrical in nature, 
being the slowest marked section of the piece so far at 60 beats per minute. The solo line 
opens with a descending sequence and winding down of energy from the previous section 
of the work. Although it is slow in tempo, this section is rhythmically engaging 
throughout, being characterized primarily by 16th note patterns and including dotted 16th 













































































































































































































3.10 Box 18-double bar after 19
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consisting of two 16ths and an eighth note which is usually tied and sustained after the 
initial beat. This ascending pattern carries a sense of longing and aspiration in a generally 
mysterious and subtly tense variant (figure 3.11).
Figure 3.11. Rising Theme—Variant II (Curnow, mm. 227-242)
The accompaniment is rhythmically passive while the euphonium is playing 
during this section and this provides an excellent opportunity for the soloist to 
demonstrate their lyrical capabilities. Between measures 274 and 280 the composer has 
three crescendos each marked from piano to mezzo-forte; this allows the player to display 
their sense of phrasing and demonstrate the varying degrees of swell which they deem 
appropriate for each of the three crescendos (figure 3.12). 
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The later swells will increase in volume to a greater degree than the first as they 
continuously ascend to higher pitches. It is interesting to note that in each of the first 
three swells Curnow dictates a maximum volume of mezzo-forte before the diminuendo 
begins, but that there is no maximum volume notated between the crescendo of measure 
280 and the diminuendo beginning in measure 285. This allows for more variance in the 
interpretations as the peak of the last phrase is not distinctly indicated in the part. 
Variant III is filled with technical flare from both the soloist and the ensemble, 
being a blazing presto tempo and comprised of mostly 16th-note runs throughout. The 
most exciting part of this variant expressively is the cheeky melody introduced in the 
trumpets at measure 325. This melody is passed around various instruments of the 
ensemble and the euphonium’s first presentation of this theme is in measure 373 (figure 
3.13).
Figure 3.13. Variant III (Curnow, mm. 373-389)
This melody is extremely difficult to perform on the euphonium as it abruptly jumps 
between the middle and upper registers of the horn, and it involves a quick lip-slur over a 
partial. If the soloist can inflect the melody properly and maintain a light feel this section 
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Variant IV is another slow section of the work and is more in line with what is 
typically expected of a lyrical section in that it is less rhythmically active—instead 
focusing on individual phrasing and colors of the instrumentation. The section is marked 
adagio con calore and begins with the melody in the saxophone line. When the 
euphonium performs the same melody just nine measures later it is an interesting moment 
as one can hear the timbral change between the saxophone and euphonium. The baritone 
was developed by the same instrument maker of the saxophone and it is surely no 
coincidence that the saxophone was used as the instrument to perform the melody at the 
beginning of this section to create this type of subtle color change that is indicative of the 
coloring nuance Curnow intended this section to have. 
The same melody is composed in a very low register for the euphonium, dipping 
into the pedal tones and staying low for three measures before climbing into the upper 
range and back down to G1 (figure 3.14). This section is a spot where the player can relax 
their embouchure, being able to loosen up to perform these low sections. It also marks the 
last resting point of the piece before the motivic action picks up toward the finale. 
Figure 3.14. Variant IV (Curnow, mm. 518-540)
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The finale is loud and bombastic with the volume and solo material from measure 
one returning, and the soloist climbing to the highest pitch of the piece an F5 in measure 
600 at fortissimo volume one measure before the end. A well-crafted performance of this 
work is sure to stun any audience in terms of displaying both technical fireworks as well 
as being sensitive and emotion tugging for every moment of the concerto.
Technical Elements
This era of euphonium compositions saw an increase in the technical demands 
expected of the instrumental soloist, and Symphonic Variants set a new benchmark for 
what a professional euphonium player should be able to do in almost all facets of playing. 
Symphonic Variants ranks at the top of the scale in difficulty according to the ITEA, with 
a rating of 100 (table 3.1). It is the only composition of this type to be 100 in difficulty, 
and only two other 100 ratings exist on the list for euphonium compositions, each of 
which are individual movements of multi-movement works where the other sections are 
not as demanding.









The range demands of Symphonic Variants are numerous in both the upper and 
lower extremes of the euphonium’s capability. In the introduction to the piece alone, there 
are four high Cs (C5), two high Ds, and one Eb. Not only are these notes present but they 
are presented in a variety of contexts and one must be able to perform them in both slow 
and fast tempos as well as in a multitude of dynamic levels. There are few compositions 
from the Golden Age of Bands with any notes above a C5, but by the end of the 20th 
century it is common for euphonium compositions to include any note up to F5. Two F5s 
are in Symphonic Variants in the finale of the piece, but the differentiating factor between 
this composition and other solos of this era is the amount of music written in the upper 
tessitura, G4 and above. There are numerous technical and lyrical passages in this upper 
range which forced many players to expand the range at which they could perform 
consistently; many other compositions around this time would have these high notes but 
occurring with much less frequency. 
Another way that Curnow’s euphonium writing differentiates itself is in the 
extensive use of the low and pedal ranges of the horn. The ITEA guide weights low notes 
equally to high notes in their range difficulty, primarily for causing fingering issues with 
having to combine the fourth valve, which is usually played with the left hand, with the 
first three valves which are always played with the right hand. Symphonic Variants has 
passages that frequently alternate between the middle-low range,  the low fourth valve 
range, and the pedal range often in quick succession creating new demands for the player 
in these registers. 
Points for dexterity are awarded for the maximum interval of a composition, up to 
a major tenth interval receiving 16 points, as well as up to fourteen points for general 
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dexterity. Symphonic Variants practically breaks the scale having intervals as large as a 
perfect 20th ascending leap. Other large intervals include numerous one to two octave 
leaps both ascending and descending. The general level of dexterity is incredibly difficult, 
much of which can be attributed to the intervallic nature of the theme which includes a 
descending perfect fifth and an ascending major seventh. These intervals occur with great 
frequency throughout the concerto and are just an example of the demanding level of 
dexterity required to perform this composition. 
The primary reason for this selection being awarded the maximum number of 
points for rhythm/tempo is the quick speeds of the faster segments of the work in 
combination with their rhythmically active motives. Overall, the rhythmic content is not 
ground-breaking for this era, but there are occasional 16th-note triplet, septuplet, and 
octuplet runs throughout the work. If the composition were broken down into individual 
movements there would be some with rather few points awarded in this section, and 
others scoring the maximum 20 points individually. 
A few interesting compositional factors contribute to Symphonic Variants being 
rated 10 in terms of miscellaneous difficulty. The most unique for this selection are the 
frequent clef changes, excessive endurance requirements, and special techniques. There 
are frequent clef changes throughout the composition between bass and tenor clefs, which 
although necessary to keep the notes closer to the staff, can be quite confusing. Clef 
reading is not traditionally one of the more difficult aspects to performing a piece, but in 
this case it is quite demanding to the player given that there are such frequent changes of 
clef, and the publication does not include the clef at the beginning of each line. The 
endurance requirements are astronomical, stemming primarily from the amount of time 
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spent in the upper register as well as the general length of the piece being much longer 
than most euphonium compositions of this era. It is such a long selection that there are 
suggested edits for a shorter performance. Its truncated version is often used in 
euphonium artist competitions as a finals piece to differentiate between top performers 
around the world. 
While this piece does score a perfect 100 difficulty, a rating which is certainly 
warranted, part of the reason it rates so high on the scale is that the whole concerto only 
receives one rating. For multi-movement compositions, a difficulty rating is given for 
each movement so that the elements contributing to the rating are isolated to sections of 
the piece, but in Symphonic Variants there are contributing difficulty elements from 
everywhere in the entire concerto. Even though there are not designated movement to this 
piece, perhaps it would be appropriate for this selection to separate the variants of the 
work so that they each receive their own difficulty rating. This would help performers 
select specific portions that would be more appropriate for their skill if they were to make 
their own edits to perform a truncated version of the work. Regardless, it is still 
extremely difficult in any form, and the true benchmark for pushing the boundaries of 





The 21st century has so far been the most exciting and opportune time for serious 
euphonium players. Although there has not been an enormous expansion in the quantity 
of solos of this study’s type so far, the previously discussed literature has propelled the 
euphonium to be a more accepted professional instrument. Composers are now writing 
for the euphonium in diversified settings such as solos with orchestra, tuba-euphonium 
ensemble, and other chamber settings. Many compositional trends have carried over from 
the late 20th century while new characteristics emerge such as an increasing variety of 
styles and shorter motivic based themes. The diversity of composers writing for 
euphonium has also broadened during this timeframe. With this expansion of the 
repertoire base and the quantity of collegiate and professional players ever increasing, the 
euphonium and its literature are now close to sharing an equal role to their brass 
counterparts in the American music scene. 
History & Trends
While the earlier eras of euphonium development saw many changes in the way 
the horns were being produced that greatly benefited their quality of tone and ability to 
play in tune across multiple registers, there have been fewer advancements in these areas 
in the early 2000s. However, the diversity of euphonium players has been consistently 
increasing through the 21st century in part because of institutional changes occurring in 
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the United States. Since much of the solo euphonium literature was composed by or for a 
euphonium player, it can be assumed that it is only a matter of time before more 21st 
century compositions will break ground in euphonium standard repertoire. 
The Besson instrument manufacturer added a tuning-slide trigger to their 
euphoniums within the first decade of this era which gave performers more flexibility in 
regard to how they approach tuning notes on the horn. For instruments without the 
trigger, the player has to ‘lip’ or ‘blow’ the note in tune by changing their embouchure or 
the direction at which they blow the air through the mouthpiece. The trigger provides 
musicians with the choice to send their airstream directly into the mouthpiece the same 
for each tone and adjust the main tuning slide to bend the pitch in or out of tune similar to 
that of a trombone slide. This can be used for added instrumental effects or to help 
instruments with more inconsistent intonation tendencies throughout each register, but a 
majority of euphoniums including professional quality instruments are still manufactured 
without this tuning slide addition. Manufacturers also continue to make improvements to 
the horn which allow the instruments to be more free-blowing, granting players more 
access to the extreme upper and lower registers that were previously only attainable by 
the finest professional players. 
Wind ensembles and bands have continued to be strong in both school and 
professional settings. While instrumental study at the collegiate level has been 
commonplace throughout the 20th century, euphonium players were sometimes rejected 
from schools of music, specifically conservatories, and unable to advance their musical 
careers through higher education. One major area for growth that the euphonium has seen 
is the addition of many undergraduate and graduate programs of study for euphonium 
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specifically. Through the early 2000s many universities have expanded their graduate 
programs to allow for euphonium study at the masters and doctoral levels. They are able 
to do so because of the increasing number of professional euphonium players, which 
allows universities to have a euphonium specific professor on faculty as opposed to a 
general brass professor. 
The late 20th century saw the first American euphonium compositions emerging 
from female composers such as Concerto del Garda (1997) and Pershing Concerto 
(1999) by Elizabeth Raum (b. 1945). This diversity of performers and composers is 
expanded even more in the 21st century with the emergence of many works from female 
and African-American composers. Reasons for this include the increasing inclusivity of 
society, the prioritization of diversity by institutions of higher learning and professional 
organizations, and technological developments which make the instrument easier to play 
for people of differing body sizes and abilities. These are important developments that 
have not yet led to a significant increase in the quantity of euphonium repertoire, but have 
already enabled composers to enrich the stylistic boundaries with new genres of music in 
and influencing the literature.
Melissa Ewing discusses factors surrounding the under-representation of female 
euphonium players in her 2020 dissertation from the University of North Texas. One 
major factor was the instrument’s heavy use within the military, which had previously 
limited females from enlisting.  She also notes Title IX, the Equal Opportunity in 56
Education Act, of 1972 as being, “a big step towards equality for women in band, but it 
 Melissa Ewing, “Examining the Under-representation of Female Euphonium Players in the 56
USA” (DMA dissertation, University of North Texas, 2020) 5. 
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did not put an end to discrimination. ” Numerous female tuba and euphonium players 57
have emerged since the passing of Title IX, including Mary Ann Craig, who in 2000 
became the first female president of T.U.B.A. and was instrumental in changing the name 
of the organization to ITEA as previously discussed.58
In addition to institutional factors, the euphonium is a rather large instrument in 
general, and for smaller players it is quite physically taxing to hold the weight of the 
instrument for the course of hours-long practice sessions or even a full-length concerto. 
Many players develop injuries and ailments surrounding their wrist, arm, and hand from 
the tension of holding the instrument over the course of their career. Players who 
developed injuries as a result of the weight of the instrument previously had few options 
to continue performing, but with the invention of instrument harnesses and other devises 
such as the ergo-brass support system there are now ways to displace the weight of the 
instrument from the arms and hands to larger body parts of the body such as the chest, 
waist, and legs so that these types of injuries are more difficult to occur. 
 In addition to instrument harnesses and support systems, other technological 
adaptions have been made for players with physical limitations to be able to perform on 
euphonium. “Turning a No Into a Yes,” by Jennifer Jester, discusses the adapted 
euphonium for persons born with disabilities. Lukas Bratcher was born with amyoplasgia 
arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, a condition which “renders his four limbs useless 
 Ewing, 6. 57
 Ewing, 7. 58
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with muscle stiffness. ” The family turned to engineer Robin Amend who developed a 59
device called the Amend MIAD, which:
Consist[s] of the joystick box and another box mounted above the baritone valves. 
The two are connected by a cord, and plugged into a battery. Moving the joystick into 
different positions sends electrical impulses to three solenoids that depress the 
baritone keys in corresponding combinations. It can move just as fast as fingers. It 
mounts on the horn with screws, and when it’s removed, the instrument is ready for 
regular playing.60
Adaptations such as this can be life-changing for students in helping them develop a 
long-term relationship with music and one that can produce overall cognitive benefits for 
a person with physical restrictions. The euphonium specifically is noted as an excellent 
choice for this type of adaptation since player’s can produce a tone with little resistance, 
allowing a person with specific disabilities, such as those that affect the diaphragm, to 
produce notes and phrases with relative ease.61
This type of inclusivity allows for more voices to join the euphonium world in 
performing and composing for the instrument, which has had an influence on artistic 
trends as 21st century composers continue to fuse elements of various musical styles and 
genres within contemporary euphonium literature. Demondrae Thurman, an African-
American euphonium soloist, has been a pioneer for this diversity in the instrument’s 
repertoire by commissioning works, and having works commissioned for him, by 
composers of a broad range of ages, styles, and ethnic backgrounds. Thurman is the 
euphonium professor at Indiana University Jacobs School of Music where he holds the 




second tenure-track euphonium professor position in the United States.  His career is 62
remarkable, especially considering the historic discrimination the African-American 
community has faced in higher education and the field of classical music.  He notes that, 63
“because I was born Black and poor, I didn’t have any expectations; therefore, all that [I] 
have acquired I’ve been able to simply be grateful for,” regarding the challenges he has 
faced during his career.  64
While many credit him with helping advance the diversity of the instrument, he 
notes the following in regards to how it can continue to be more inclusive: 
It’s weird to think about this subject. I can’t speak for my race but I do know that 
excellence is the most important criteria for success in classical music…To address 
the question head on, I believe diversity will come when top music schools make 
more provisions for minorities that don’t grow up with the resources to compete with 
young musicians that have those resources. Classical music needs to open its arms to 
a music that is more groove-based which is the music minorities tend to listen to as 
kids. It would take major conductors, orchestras, concert series, and the like to make 
this happen. Maybe if classical music boards and other like think tanks were more 
diverse, we would see more palpable change.
There are a number of large-scale concertos that have been composed for 
Thurman. Two of those stand out as fitting into a more ‘groove-based’ musical style. In 
their concertos, composers Kevin Day and Anthony Barfield fuse musical elements of 
their African-American backgrounds into the euphonium repertoire. Barfield is a New 
York City producer and composer. His primary instrument is trombone, and he holds 
 Indiana University Office of Entrepreneurship and Career Development, “Entrepreneur of the 62
Month: Demondrae Thurman,” https://blogs.iu.edu/jsomoecd/2020/02/24/entrepreneur-of-the-
month-demondrae-thurman/. 
 Saqqara Mohammed-Grant, “The Crossover: An Exploration of the Success and Influence of 63
African-American Music in the Face of Systemic Discrimination,” (Communication Research 
Practicum document, University of Southern California, 2010)
 Indiana University Office of Entrepreneurship and Career Development. 64
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degrees from Juilliard and the Manhattan School of Music.  His Concerto for 65
Euphonium “Heritage” is one such example of a 21st century composition which has 
pushed the boundaries stylistically for the euphonium and landed itself into the standard 
repertoire.
Kevin Day (b. 1996) also has pieces well-established in the euphonium repertoire, 
including a euphonium concerto with wind ensemble accompaniment from 2018. He is a 
multi-instrumentalist from Arlington, Texas, graduate student at the University of 
Georgia, and an award winning composer whose pieces have been performed around the 
world.  Day’s father was a hip-hop producer and rapper, and his mother was a gospel 66
singer.  He began playing euphonium in sixth grade and his strong performance helped 67
him earn a music scholarship to attend Texas Christian University.  His euphonium 68
concerto is in three movements, Machine, Feeling, and Paradox. Day describes the 
concerto: 
Machine [is] about this raw, virtuosic tenacity encapsulated within this person 
(Demondrae Thurman). From there, the composition evolves in Feeling, the second 
movement, to this machine having and experiencing human emotions for the first 
time. The last movement, Paradox, is a battle between the machine and human aspect 
in attempt to make them coexist. 
Day’s concerto addresses a conundrum in modern instrumental arts where there is an 
expectation for players to have advanced technique relative to being “machine-like” in 
addition to being increasingly emotional and artistic with their performances.
 “About Anthony Barfield,” https://www.anthonybarfield.com/about-1. 65




Analysis of Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” (2014) By Anthony Barfield
Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” by Anthony Barfield is a major euphonium 
work. The piece is based on ancient Egyptian culture and set in three movements, 
“Building the Pyramids,” “The Nile,” and, “Thutmose III.” Barfield is the founder of a 
music production company Velocity Music, which specializes in hip-hop, rhythm and 
blues, billboard pop, film, and concert music.  His company has worked with high-69
profile artists such as Chris Brown and Lil Wayne.  His extensive background in 70
multiple styles is evident in his numerous compositions for instrumental settings. 
Concerto for Euphonium is a staple in the repertoire that has propelled euphonium 
literature into the 21st century with its composition and performance standards. 
Genre & Form
Barfield’s Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage,” like Fantasia di Concerto, also 
fits into both the concerto and tone poem instrumental genres. This selection, unlike those 
previously analyzed, is the first composer-designated multi-movement concerto. It is 24 
minutes long making it one of the longest pieces of this type to date. Another unique 
aspect to this composition is that it is one of few euphonium pieces that is not available 
with piano reduction, making it a piece which must be performed in a large symphonic 
setting. Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” is orchestrated for euphonium and band. An 
orchestral version and a simplified ensemble version will likely be available in the 
future.71
 Velocity Music, “Velocity Music: About,” https://www.velocitymusicnyc.com/bio.69
 Velocity Music. 70
 “Heritage Concerto for Euphonium and Band,” https://www.anthonybarfield.com/collection-1/heritage-71
concerto-for-euphonium-and-band-2014nbspgrade-45. 
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The tone poem aspects of this concerto help bring it to life in a truly unique way 
for euphonium compositions. The first movement, “Building the Pyramids,” utilizes an 
ascending 16th-note motive that depicts the pyramids being developed from the bottom 
up to the heights that many stand at today. Movement two, “The Nile,” is slow and 
serene, depicting the flowing of the river, and movement three, “Thutmose III,” is quick 
and exciting depicting the might of Egyptian power under Thutmose’s rule.
“Building the Pyramids” is a three-part form with thematic characteristics of 
sonata form (figure 4.1). “The Nile” is a modern theme and variations form similar in 
nature to Symphonic Variants, and “Thutmose III” is a rondo form that combines new 
thematic elements with those found earlier in the piece which helps to unite the concerto 
by together the movements together. 
In “Building the Pyramids,” the key of d minor is established with a euphonium 
solo melody that begins in the pickup to measure two (figure 4.2). The secondary theme 
is in D major and is characterized by a dotted-eighth-16th downbeat followed by a 
descending eighth note line (figure 4.3). 
Theme 2 is slower in tempo, marked moderato non troppo, and the closing 
material of the exposition slows even more to andante sostenuto. “Building the 
Pyramids,” like Fantasia di Concerto has an obscured theme 2 area. Thematically there is 
a clear movement to a new lyrical theme, but harmonically the movement is delayed as 
theme 2 is first stated in D major, the major mode of the original key center, and only in 
the closing section is there a tonal movement to F Major, the mediant key. 
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  Exposition    
Theme 1 Transition    Theme 2    Closing   
1     —     22     22   —   35         36   —   56      57  —   68         
dm: i                                             I                   III 
 Development
69   —   120
Recapitulation                                  
Theme 1     Transition    Theme 2    Closing   
121  —  139   139  —   146    147 —   150   151  —  169            
fm: i                                          I                     I
Figure 4.1. Form Diagram of “Building the Pyramids,” in Concerto for Euphonium 
“Heritage”
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Figure 4.2. Exposition—Theme 1 (Anthony Barfield, “Building the Pyramids,” in 
Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage,” mm. 1-13)
Figure 4.3. Exposition—Theme 2 (Barfield, mm. 36-40)
There is an extensive development section from measures 69 through 120 in 
which the euphonium is rhythmically, performing the “building” motive in addition to 
other syncopated patterns. Towards the end the euphonium has a slower melody where 
the euphonium line sits on top of the orchestration, in its upper register, and following 
that we see a truncated recapitulation to conclude the movement. The recapitulation acts 
strictly thematically, but again the harmonic movement is not consistent with a typical 
sonata form movement. It opens with the melody in the soprano saxophone in measure 
121 instead of the solo part. The euphonium then takes over the initial presentation of the 
secondary theme in measure 147. At non minutes, the introductory movement is almost 
the duration of the entire Fantasia di Concerto.
Movement two, “The Nile,” marked adagio, is a slow middle movement. Its 
theme and variation nature makes it highly characteristic amongst euphonium literature. 
Though there are no marked variations by the composer, the thematic motive (figure 4.4) 
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goes through a series of rhythmic (figure 4.5) and style (figure 4.6) variations throughout 
the course of the movement which replicate the flowing of a river.
Figure 4.4. Thematic Motive (Anthony Barfield, “The Nile,” in Concerto for Euphonium 
“Heritage,” mm. 12-15)
 
Figure 4.5. Rhythmic Variation (Barfield, mm. 32-33)
Figure 4.6. Stylistic Variation (Barfield, mm. 82-83)
The variations are not as clearly delineated as in a Golden Age of Bands solo, but they are 
indeed clear upon analysis, and weaved well compositionally throughout the euphonium 
and ensemble lines. 
The third movement, “Thutmose III,” is a seven-part rondo form that incorporates 
thematic material from the opening movement in addition to using short motivic-based 
themes. The movement is largely driven by a percussion groove which begins in measure 
one with the side sticks and high hat. The melody is based on four-measure phrases with 
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recurring motives. The euphonium’s first statement of the A theme is marked forte and 
the motive in measures 49-51 and 53 is the primary rhythmic motive for this movement 
(figure 4.7).
 Figure 4.7. A theme (Anthony Barfield, “Thutmose III,” in Concerto for Euphonium 
“Heritage,” mm. 45-56)
While the A theme is marked by its short rhythms and frequent rests, the material 
in the B theme is similar in rhythmic nature but is more flowing and fills the gaps 
melodically in the spaces where rests were present in the A theme. This material is 
presented at first in the ensemble at measure 91, and the euphonium begins the melody in 
measure 95 (figure 4.8). 
 Figure 4.8. B theme (Barfield, mm. 94-107)
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The fascinating part of the B theme to this movement is that the composer re-introduces 
material from the first movement of the concerto. The flutes are performing the theme 1 
melody in augmented form over the euphonium melody and the blending of themes 
creates a polyphonic texture pulling the listener’s ear constantly between multiple of the 
piece’s melodies. 
The return of A is primarily in the accompaniment lines and is marked by a strong 
trombone presentation in measure 136. While the ensemble sounds the familiar backdrop 
for the movement, the euphonium enters with a more melodic theme bridging the gap 
into the C section, a broad lyrical melody that gives a break from the chaos of the 
polyphony and jutting rhythmic nature of the movement. The piece quickly moves back 
into the third A section with the ensemble again taking the rhythmic role. The euphonium 
solo helps to elide this with the return of the B section by performing the augmented first 
movement theme on top of the A rhythmic backdrop. Measure 203 marks the official 
return of the B section and here the brass triumphantly presents the first movement theme 
in augmented form similar to the way it was bought back earlier in “Thutmose III.” The A 
theme returns and there is a brief coda to finish the movement where the composer again 
combines material from the outer movements in a grandiose finale. Formally, there have 
been few compositions on such a large scale as Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” in 
the standard repertoire of the euphonium. However, compositions like this have become 
increasingly written for euphonium and this trend will continue with the growing pool 
and diversity of the instrument’s player base.
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Expressive Elements
The expressive nature of Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” is where Barfield’s 
composition stands out as forging the path ahead for euphonium literature. It primarily 
uses the middle and upper tessituras which are very resonant registers for the acoustical 
build of a euphonium, and particularly favorable for players with substantial control of 
the extreme upper range. The lyrical writing assumes technical mastery, including 
passages with extremely difficult intervallic content. This concerto illustrates the full 
extent of artistic capabilities for a 21st century euphonium performer. 
“Building the Pyramids” opens with a dark d minor melody in the euphonium 
which stays relative low in volume from only mezzo-piano to mezzo-forte, creating an 
apprehensive setting that foreshadows the dramatic climb this piece will endure. In the 
background of the work, the expanded percussion section creates a rhythmic groove feel 
throughout the movement. The piano and bass drum create the background pulse with 
quarter and half notes respectively. From there the toms and pitched percussion are added 
with the “building” motive that recurs throughout the first and third movements. This 
motive is crucial to the construction of this work and its programmatic nature 
representing the building of the pyramids in notational form (figure 4.9).
Figure 4.9. “Building” Motive (Anthony Barfield, “Building the Pyramids,” in Concerto 
for Euphonium “Heritage,” mm. 1-7) 
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In measure 13 the melody switches to the trumpets while the euphonium performs 
the “building” motive in tandem with the upper woodwinds. The opening 22 measures 
alone give the euphonium player the capability to demonstrate their artistry in both 
dynamic lyrical sections and rhythmically articulated patterns. The lyrical opening 
melody illustrates a dynamic range of mezzo-piano to mezzo-forte, and the following 
articulated patterns build upon that, ranging from mezzo-forte to forte allowing the 
euphonium player to demonstrate their sense of dynamic shading, articulation 
consistency, and articulation variety (figure 4.10). 
Figure 4.10. “Building” Motive (Barfield, mm. 14-19)
Theme 2 is slower in tempo and the instrumental background creates a calm 
atmosphere compared with the vigorous grooves of “Building the Pyramids.” Though it 
is composed from a dynamic range of only mezzo-piano to mezzo-forte, there is a natural 
ebb and flow to the lines between its registral shifts and changing rhythmic movement 
from quarter notes to eighth notes to triplets which demands a wider dynamic range and 
the written dynamic markings are likely intended as a guideline to hold the performer 
back from getting too loud as the climax of the movement is yet to come. The peak of the 
movement comes instead in theme 2 and the closing material of the recapitulation (figure 
4.11). 
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Figure 4.11. Climax of “Building the Pyramids” (Barfield, mm. 151-154)
The euphonium player has their chance here to replicate with sound the demands of 
building these grandiose physical structures. The line begins at fortissimo as the 
euphonium plays alone as if a soliloquy and the dynamic strength remains for eight 
measures as the ensemble joins in powerful block chords while the euphonium soars on 
two magnificent C5s. This is the most densely scored part of the movement, and the 
euphonium’s high notes are often awe inspiring to listeners: a high C is both a strong 
open tone on the horn and is shared as a feat of strength pitch with operatic tenors, being 
one of the most difficult notes for a tenor to produce with their chest voice. The dynamic 
quickly fades as the tension is lifted and a short conclusion sets the scene for the second 
movement. 
In “The Nile,” players have the chance to thoroughly explore their lyrical artistic 
potential. The opening is marked at a pianissimo dynamic showing off a player’s soft, 
sensitive playing style (figure 4.12). 
Figure 4.12. Opening of “The Nile” (Barfield, mm. 1-5)
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The melody at measure 13 blossoms into a piano dynamic base and should still be played 
softly, but with a full tone and subtle shading with the ups and downs of the phrase 
(figure 4.13). As the movement continues, the dynamics increase slowly and the rhythms 
intensify with 32nd note anacruses into peak points of phrases (figure 4.14).
Figure 4.13. Theme (Barfield, mm. 12-20)
Figure 4.14. Figural Variation (Barfield, mm. 50-52)
The style change at measure 82 comes in at a full force fortissimo, and like the opening 
movement, this dynamic holds strong for eight bars before diminishing back following 
the release of tension (figure 4.15). This section shows off Thurman’s extensive high 
range and endurance in a way that not many professional players can sustain within such 
a slow setting. 
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Figure 4.15. Stylistic Variation (Barfield, mm. 82-89)
“Thutmose III” is the most straightforward movement rhythmically, being based 
in a few motives. A key aspect in this movement is the returning thematic elements from 
the opening movement, which should be emphasized as the dramatic peak of the piece. In 
measures 103-105 the “building” theme from the first movement returns in descending 
fashion. At measure 186, the first movement’s exposition theme returns in augmented 
form as the piece nears its end (figure 4.16). 
Figure 4.16. Return of 1st Movement Thematic Material (Barfield, mm. 186-195)
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The finale concludes with both the highest note (F5) and the loudest dynamic the soloist 
performs for the entire concerto, fortissimo. Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” is an 
expressive concerto and its compositional features are an example of the direction 
euphonium literature is heading, which incorporates varied stylistic elements in an 
individualistic way to highlight the composer and soloist’s strengths of their craft.
Technical Elements
Though the ITEA has not yet ranked the difficulty of this piece, I used their 
criteria to determine a difficulty rating for the selection. The difficulty of each movement 
from Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” is included, and while these rankings do not 
appear numerically as difficult compared with the 100 difficulty of Symphonic Variants, 
performers should be cautioned that the current ITEA criteria does not give justice to the 
difficulty of Barfield’s Concerto for Euphonium (table 4.1). 
Table 4.1. Difficulty Rating of Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage”
I. “Building the 
Pyramids” II. “The Nile”
III. “Thutmose 
III”
Range 33 30 33
Dexterity 26 26 30
Rhythm & Tempo 17 15 16
Miscellaneous 10 7 10
Overall 86 78 89
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By the 21st century, there is essentially an expectation that soloists are able to 
perform anything the composer can possibly write. Because of this, it is common for 
compositions in the 21st century to be near the top of the difficulty scale according to the 
ITEA criteria. If this trend continues, there will need to be adjusted criteria to allow for 
more room at the top to differentiate between the solos of the modern age which are 
becoming demanding in more varied ways. Periodically adjusting the criteria would also 
allow for the committee to reflect on whether or not there have been substantial changes 
to the overall level of euphonium playing and techniques which are generally increasing 
over time. 
Much of this piece’s writing is idiomatic specifically for Thurman’s performance 
capabilities, utilizing much of the extreme upper registers. However, the ITEA criteria 
weights the lower register equally with the upper in terms of difficulty, granting 16 points 
for utilizing the middle register of notes, and up to twelve points each for the upper and 
lower registers. While it is noted that extensive use of the lower register would create 
technical difficulties specifically using the fourth valve and compensating system, the 
presence of these notes alone does not necessarily create the same difficulty for the 
performer. Often composers will write a few pedal notes, not extensively in the lower 
register, and this will extend the range demands of the piece significantly according to the 
rating system, when in reality it has not changed the performer’s demands by much, if at 
all. This is important to acknowledge because Barfield writes much of the euphonium line 
in the middle and upper registers and rarely utilizes the lower range of the horn. Because 
of this, the range demands appear to be not as numerous as many other compositions. 
Performers often feel that the high range creates more difficulties and this weighting 
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should be adjustable to accurately grade the difficulty of pieces such as Barfield’s 
Concerto. The range demands are Eb2 to F5, G2 to E5, and D2 to F5 for the three 
movements of the work respectively. 
Regarding the composition’s dexterity demands, the widest interval is an octave in 
each of the first two movements, and not until the final movement is a wider interval 
witnessed, where the performer must jump from the middle register to an upper extreme 
twice in four measures (figure 4.17). 
Figure 4.17. Largest Interval (Anthony Barfield, “Thutmose III,” in Concerto for 
Euphonium “Heritage,” mm. 101-105)
Each of the three movements is categorized as having advanced dexterity requirements 
for the extensive intervallic passages in the upper register.
Rhythm and tempo are graded by adding together the point ratings of the two 
primary rhythms for each movement, with additional points being given for faster 
tempos. The first and second movements are characterized by many complex rhythms 
such as syncopated 32nd note runs in the first movement, 32nd note and dotted 16th 
passages in the middle movement, and both only receive a few additional points for the 
speed being at moderate to slow tempos. The third movement, while containing easier 
primary rhythms, is much more difficult in terms of its speed.
The outer movements each rank a maximum ten out of ten points for 
miscellaneous difficulty, while the inner movement is not as difficult in terms of extra 
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considerations. One of the factors that contributes to this is the prevalence of clef changes 
throughout the work. Euphonium music is most commonly published to include both bass 
clef and treble clef parts, for performers from both wind band and brass band 
backgrounds. This selection, however, has frequent clef changes in every movement and 
is published with no alternative clef combinations. The clefs of Barfield’s Concerto for 
Euphonium are tenor and bass clefs. Tenor clef is not as common for euphonium players, 
instead coming from the composer’s background of trombone where the tenor clef is 
more common, but it is still readable for many euphonium players since Bb treble clef 
and tenor clef share the same space on the staff and the player only needs to make 
adjustments to the key signature and accidentals to perform this selection. The frequent 
changes in clef, though a bit confusing to most performers, are warranted to keep the 
pitches more generally close to the staff depending on whether the part is in the upper or 
middle to lower registers. 
Though the middle movement is the easiest in terms of miscellaneous difficulty, it 
received points for being in the most difficult key of the movements. Many band 
composers write pieces in keys that are idiomatic for the euphonium or bands in general, 
but as the background of composers for euphonium increases it will be more common to 
have pieces in a broader range of keys to fit the composers’ visions of their works.
Overall, Barfield’s Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” is one of the greatest 
American euphonium solos to emerge so far in the 21st century. With the euphonium now 
being recognized as a serious solo instrument, the expectations for its standard repertoire 
that were started in the Golden Age of Bands, and came to fruition in the late 20th-
century, will continue to expand through the 21st century to be one of the most 
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From the Golden Age of Bands through the 21st century, euphonium literature has 
expanded significantly, and now compares with that of other instruments in terms of 
quality and variety. No longer does the instrument-specific literature need to be described 
as, “begged, borrowed, and stolen.” Compositions emerged in three distinct musical eras: 
the Golden Age of Bands, the Great American Instrumental Music Renaissance, and the 
21st century. Large-scale works were composed for euphonium and band in each era that 
have become cemented in the standard repertoire of the instrument for their musical 
merit. 
Boccalari’s Fantasia di Concerto was the first American euphonium concerto, and 
has remained a staple solo piece for over 100 years since its composition in 1906. It has 
an operatic nature in terms of the singing lyrical lines and snappy dotted rhythms, 
stemming from the composer’s background in Italian opera. At the same time, it was 
idiomatic of early 20th century euphonium playing, fitting into the generally accepted 
range of playing and featuring extensive technical challenges like the typical theme and 
variations solos from the era. 
The late 20th century saw the composition of Symphonic Variants, one of the most 
difficult euphonium compositions of all time. Curnow’s composition features some of the 
most demanding writing a euphonium player will ever encounter, specifically in terms of 
its dexterity and range demands. The highest register of the euphonium, typically notes 
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above a C5, is traditionally used by performers to show off their range if they are able to 
play passages or specific notes higher than written, but had not occurred much in the 
literature prior to this composition. Symphonic Variants has an upper boundary of F5 and 
has passages throughout the entire work which exploit this register of playing. Since its 
composition, many more euphonium pieces now include these notes regularly and it is 
expected that a players high range is much more well developed today because of 
literature contributions such as this. 
The 21st century, so far, has been one of the most fruitful for euphonium literature 
and euphonium players as a whole. Thanks to contemporary soloists, such as Demondrae 
Thurman, compositions such as Barfield’s Concerto for Euphonium “Heritage” among 
others have been composed which feature influence from other genres of music, in this 
specific case that of hip-hop. Polystylism is a trend that is prevalent in 21st century 
music, and in the euphonium world has resulted in composers more frequently combining 
influence from other music genres into contemporary euphonium compositions. 
Barfield’s Concerto for Euphonium is one such example that instantly became 
standard fare for the horn. Its writing pushes the high range use in a manner consistent 
with the trends of the 21st century, and is generally lacking low register playing, 
presumably so that it is easier to hear the euphonium on top of the ensemble. Because of 
its lesser use of the low range, it is graded as not as difficult as Symphonic Variants. This 
reveals a potential flaw in the current ITEA grading criteria, where low notes are 
weighted as being equally as demanding as high notes. While it is true that having music 
in the lower register of the euphonium can create difficulties with crossing over from the 
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main tubing to the compensating side of the horn, the presence of these notes alone does 
not necessarily make a work more demanding, only if it is consistently used. 
If the trends in playing and composition, with a general increase in technical 
demands, continue, a revised grading system would possibly differentiate the most 
demanding solos more accurately. However, the rating system is intended to give a player 
the general level of playing expected out of solo, and different aspects of playing are 
going to create differing levels of difficult for each individual player. The demands of 
each piece must be considered on a case-by-case basis as to whether one wants to 
perform a specific solo or not. 
These three solos are some of the cornerstones of the euphonium’s instrument-
specific literature which illustrate the styles and trends of its standard repertoire. The 
musical lineage documented in this study represents a body of literature for euphonium 
and band which much of which has been ignored in academic discussion of the 
instrument’s literature base. This lineage of trends is clear, and helps euphonium players 
and scholars to understand the state of their instrument-specific literature with large 
ensemble. My hope is that pieces of this study’s type will continue to be composed, 
performed, and will inspire the next generation of players to bring their individual voices 
to the euphonium world. 
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